COMPANION APP BENEFITS
Faster Time-To-Market

Intuitive UI/UX

Reliable & Scalable
Robust & Secure
Architecture
COMPANION APP FEATURES
Bluetooth & Wi-Fi
Device Connectivity
Access to Order
History
Branding
Customization
Real-Time Order
Status Notifications
Reorder Threshold
Customization
Bring-Your-Own-Bin
Calibration
Monitor Product
Usage
COMPANION APP TECHNICAL SPECS

Companion App

A Branded Consumer Application to
Manage Product Auto-Replenishments
Connected Packaging provides an exciting solution to many of
the challenges that the world’s largest CPGs currently face. Jabil’s
connected packaging solution combines three key elements:
the durable device, the consumable package and the
companion app.
The Jabil Connected Packaging Companion App transforms the
consumer packaged goods experience by connecting devices to
consumers and to the IOT back-end that facilitates seamless
reordering of household staples.
When connected to the device, the Companion App notifies
consumers when product is running low. Consumers can then
approve or delay the replenishment, ensuring that they never run
out of product, yet also ensuring that they never have an excess.
Convenient. Fast. Easy. No need to prepare grocery lists, manage
subscriptions or store items in bulk.
Jabil’s Companion App provides multiple customization options to
facilitate your branding without the headache of designing, developing
and maintaining a bespoke mobile application. Jabil supports the
application, constantly testing to ensure reliability, scalability,
security and privacy. The clean and simple interface is easy to navigate
for end-consumers of all ages and levels of technical ability.

EOS 102 Encryption
Match Privacy
Policies
X5 IOS Certified
Constant Background
Testing
Identity Service and
Cloud Agnostic
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Companion App
How It Works
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Upon download
completion,
consumers are met
with the brand
splash screen
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The companion app
and Cyclops pair via
Bluetooth and connect
to the consumer’s home
Wi-Fi network
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The consumer then
names and calibrates
their device by
selecting its size
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The consumer
selects the desired
products on the retailer
setup page
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When product level
falls below the reorder
threshold, the
consumer is notified
that new product is on
the way

About Jabil Packaging Solutions
At Jabil, we strive to make anything possible and everything better.
With over 260,000 diverse, talented and dedicated employees
across 100 locations in 30 countries, our vision is to be the most
technologically advanced and trusted manufacturing solutions
provider. We combine an unmatched breadth and depth of
end-market experience, technical and design capabilities,
manufacturing know-how, supply chain insights and global product
management expertise to enable success for the world’s leading
brands. We are driven by a common purpose to make a positive
impact for each other, our communities and the environment.
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